
VIPTRON

VIPTRON - BECOME A VIP PERSON

FROM THE FIRST DAY OF PAYMENTS!


The first independent, fully automated long-term "DeFi" project with a        
unique marketing strategy, under 100% insurance and a guarantee of 

deposits for investors.
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VIPTRON - TOP PROJECT OF 2022


The first  project in the world in which you do not lose, but 
transfer your deposit to the next version of the project + earn up to 

 per annum in staking.




Anti Scam

777%

This is a 100% decentralized smart contract that automatically 
processes all payments, without the possibility of the admin and any 

third parties influencing the source code.
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VIPTRON - A NEW ERA OF BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGIES AND P2P MARKETING


✓ Daily income of 1% from the first day of the 
deposit from 200 to 100,000 TRX



✓ uaranteed 100% insurance for each investor on a 
long-term basis



✓ Instant Withdrawal of funds without 
commission, KYS verification,restrictions and 
expectations



✓ Unique smart contract, fully automatic with 
100% security of the TRON blockchain.



✓ 24/7 customer support is available on the 
website and in the VIPTRON SUPPORT Telegram bot


✓  VIPTRON allows you not to lose your investment 
and the team, but transfers them to the next 
version of the project


✓ Invite your friends and get up to 30% Mutching 
Bonus and 10% for a personal invitation


✓ Global PR - Strategy to attracting investors to 
the your team
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100% PROFIT GUARANTEE AS A GUARANTEE OF 
LONG-TERM SUCCESS WITH VIP TRON



✓When the sum of all deposits on the site is equal to zero, you get the opportunity to withdraw the 
unpaid deposit as insurance (the investment body inself) to the current VIP token one-to-one ratios (at 
the TRX rate)



✓VIP token you can invest in any version of the project, where you will also receive a reward of 1% per 
day, with the possibility of receiving rewards in all types of marketing.</div>





✓ With the VIP TRON 2.0 version, you get the opportunity to withdraw profit from marketing and 
passive income, in VIP or TRX token.




✓Also since VIPTRON 2.0. each investor can take advantage of a unique opportunity and deposit their 
VIP tokens for a period of 12 months - "VIP TRON STAKING" and get 777% in VIP tokens!
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SIMPLE MATHEMATICS IS AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE, 
IN A SINGLE AND UNIQUE TARIFF FROM VIP TRON


1. By sending TRX into the VIP TRON pool you automatically become a co owner of a smart contract and within 24 
hours you will start receiving 1% payout per day until your profit reaches is 310%!!!



2. Income for each invited participant of 10% of the amount of his contribution without restriction of direct 
partners






3. Mutching Bonus partner profit income (every time someone from your team withdraws bonuses you get from 
5% to 30% Bonus from his profit up to 15 lines inclusive)





4. Legendary leader pool  Mutching Bonus - is 3% of all daily deposits of VIPTRON.

  Daily - 10%, from the entire Leadership Pool, is paid between the 4 best sponsors, at the end of the day.







5. Every investor who receives a VIP token as insurance will have the opportunity to use "VIP TRON STAKING" at 
777% APY, or reinvest in any of the chapters of the VIPTRON project .
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✓ For maximum support of the project and our entire large community, the marketing strategy is designed for 
each chapter, in incremental type!









✓ Earn basic or additional profit by promoting VIPTRON in absolutely all Internet resources!









✓ Placement of PR articles in the world information publications and resources!










✓ Targeting advertising on Facebook and Profits, in the TOP telegram channels dedicated to investing, ICO, DEFI 
and NFT relevant projects.




✓ Permanent video content for the convenience of all users and investors, as well as presentations of finished 
materials are available to each VIPTRON participant.






GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND MAIN 
MEDIA STRATEGY


VIPTRON

✓Invite partners to your business and get an instant payout of 10% of the 
deposit amount (direct bonus, you get only if you have an active deposit).

✓ Get 10% from any number of partners who joined the project using your 
referral link.








 ✓ For example, you invited a person who made a deposit of 10,000

 TRX, in this case you will receive 1000 TRX to your account instantly and 
without commission from VIPTRON.










✓ By inviting more personally invited partners, you open more lines for 
Mutching Bonus: 1 partner - 1 line, 5 - 5 lines, 15 partners - 15 lines deep 
(Max.)









Direct Bonus 10%

Get 10% for direct invitations

Bonus Distribution

For each personally invited partner - 

instantly receive 10%

GET 10% - FOR EVERY 

PERSONAL PARTNER
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HOW DOES IT WORK 

MATCHING BONUS?

✓Mutching Bonus - depends on the number of open lines that are 
your personally invited partners.


✓ At the moment when your personally invited partner makes a 
profit withdrawal, you are automatically credited with up to 30% 
Mutching Bonus, from lines 1 to 15 inclusive.


✓ To open Mutching Bonus lines - you must invite at least one 
personally invited partner for each line.  The maximum number is 
15 lines.










Matching Bonus

Matching Bonus is calculated automatically

and is available for withdrawal


1 Partner -1 lines

30%

2-5 Partner - 2-5 lines

10%

6-10 Partner - 6 - 10 lines

8%

11 - 15 Partner - 11 -15 lines

5%

Bonus Distribution


With every new partner new bonus lines 

open
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LEADER POOL DISTRIBUTION:


LEADER POOL


Daily Leadership Bonus Payout


+40 %

+30 %

+20 %

+10 %

    0%
2nd 

place

1th 

place

4th 

place

3rd 

place

Bonus Distribution


The bonus is distributed among 4 

leaders, according to TRX volumes per 

day


The daily leader pool is 3% - from all daily deposits of VIPTRON.


10% - from the entire Leadership Pool are distributed among the 4 
best sponsors, at the end of the day, in the ratio:


✓1st place at the end of the day - 40%










✓ 2nd place at the end of the day - 30%










✓ 3rd place at the end of the day - 20%










✓ 4th place at the end of the day - 10%










The remaining 90% are transferred to the next day's pool to 
increase the amount of rewards
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All actions of the VIPTRON smart contract are carried out 
automatically, without the possibility of intervention by 3 persons.

-10% Direct Referral Bonus










-3% Leader Pool










-5% Advertising budget for project promotion


5% Platform commission



-77% Stored in the contract and distributed 
through daily 1% accruals










VIPTRON INCOME DISTRIBUTION::

100%

-77% Payout 1% Bonus










-5% Platform Commission










-3% LEADER POOL










-10% Direct Bonus










-5% Promotion

 










